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In the fantasy world of Dengen Chronicles, when the Dengen energy crystal was destroyed and dispersed, 
the balance between the dimensions of fantasy became threatened. The four main bloodlines battled to gain 
control of the Dengen energy. 

This is the backdrop for one of the most engaging, customizable digital card games in the manga universe. 
By combining strategy and role-playing aspects of manga card games in a new digital format, players get 
an enhanced card game featuring rich graphics, customized gameplay, social play and much more. Dengen 
Chronicles allows players to: 

     •  Customize warriors in detail and create unique stories

     •  Enjoy spectacular manga-flavored animated clashes with background music

     •  Create an archive of the Dengen story: all fights are stored in special manga comics

     •  Maximize your clash experience with special collectible Dengen Cards

     •  Evolve your warriors and increase their skills

     •  Forge Dengen equipment from thousands of fantasy fight items

     •  Practice fight techniques

     •  Invite friends for rewards
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Battle for Ultimate Power with Dengen Chronicles
Dengen Chronicles features hours of solo and social gameplay that is highly entertaining for both the manga 
lover and casual player. 

A player must first choose one of the four warring families: ninja, 
fantasy, robot and school. Then they can customize their characters for 
the battles to come. Once set, each character’s card then participates 
in spectacular fights. Sagas and battles change based on each player’s 
unique warriors. 

Dengen Chronicles takes advantage of the touch interface, powerful 
processing speeds of Intel Atom processors and high-resolution screen in 
new Windows* 8.1 tablets to create a highly interactive and entertaining 
gameplay. Dengen Chronicles features: 

Customization

Since the player deck is not randomly selected by the system, each card 
can be customized in detail. This allows warriors to improve their skills 
and evolve.

Strategy

Unlike traditional trading card games, Dengen Chronicles contains 
elements of strategy that are often found in  role-playing games. The 
management and strategic features in Dengen Chronicles makes the 
game experience more engaging and immersive.

Clash

The Mangatar team created a highly innovative fight mode that 
incorporates manga comic style of fights. Plus, the chronological storage 
of events is included in a custom album similar to a comic timeline.

Social Play

Dengen Chronicles allow players to battle each other. Soon the game will 
feature  “covens” and group fight modes, which are rarely seen in card 
games.
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Intel® Atom™ Tablets for 
Windows* 8.1 provide an 
engaging, interactive and highly 
entertaining platform to play 
Dengen Chronicles. With the 
touch controls, high-resolution 
display and powerful Intel Atom 
processors, Dengen Chronicles 
provides hours of fun gameplay.
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